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Ship Speed Reduction

California

California has proposed a regulation that, in concept, would require ships to
reduce their speed to 12 knots when operating close to shore. While
initially, CARB had proposed to make the regulation mandatory, more
recently, it has asked for input from all stakeholders as to whether the
regulation should be mandatory or voluntary and whether the speed
reduction should begin at 24 or 40 nm out. CARB is also drafting its
technical reports that include emission reduction estimates and cost
impacts. You can submit your comments, as well as any relevant technical
data you might want to provide to:
http://www.arb.ca.gov/ports/marinevess/vsr/vsr.htm

CARB studies have shown that reducing ship speed increases engine
efficiency, thus reducing ship emissions, including diesel particulate matter,
oxides of nitrogen, carbon dioxide (greenhouse gas emissions) and oxides
of sulfur. CARB estimates that reductions of between 14 to 36% may be
obtained from the speed reduction measure, depending on the distance
from shore at which the reduction is initiated and the pollutant involved.

Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach

It is important to note that the concept for California’s ship speed reduction
regulation came from the ongoing voluntary measure that was initiated by
the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach several years ago, with the input
of EPA, CARB, South Coast Air Quality Management District, industry and

the Marine Exchange of Southern California. The program asked for
voluntary participation for ships to reduce speed to 12 knots from 20 nm
out. The program evolved and the Port of Long Beach now has its Green
flag program. Under the Green Flag program, the Marine Exchange tracks
ship speeds, and those companies that have 100% compliance receive a
15% reduction in dockage fees. The port just voted to extend the program
to 40nm out and offers a higher dockage fee reduction, up to 25%.

On-board incineration

In 2005, CARB adopted a regulation that prohibits cruise ships from
conducting on-board incineration within three nm of shore, unless 
instructed otherwise by the US Coast Guard. The regulation also contains
recordkeeping and reporting requirements. California expanded this
regulation in 2007 to include all ocean-going ships of 300 gt or more,
including foreign-flagged ships. The regulation was designed to reduce
toxic air contaminant exposure to individuals living near the Californian
coast and in and around the ports.

Shipowners or operators must record information regarding incineration
within three nm of the coast, including the date and time, and amount
incinerated. CARB inspectors must be provided with the records upon
request when inspecting the ship and the records must be kept for 
two years.
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Shipowners should therefore:

• train crew in the importance of telling the truth and the costs of not
doing so

• educate crew on their legal rights and how and when to assert them;
they are always better off saying nothing than lying

• simulate port state inspections and enforcement investigations with crew

• reinforce an ‘at sea’ compliance culture through frequent contact and
encouragement by shoreside management

• independently verify data that drives EMSs

• have lawyers direct independent audits to protect results where
appropriate

Benchmark VGP Management Systems to MARPOL Best
Practices

The US DOJ has used its criminal authorities extensively to force the
shipping industry to improve its environmental management practices.
Court ordered Environmental Compliance Plans (ECPs) from MARPOL cases
provide a list of ‘best practices’ that the US government believes will
reduce environmental violations. Many companies have adopted these
practices voluntarily and found them to be effective. These ECPs are
intended to improve EMS generally by: reducing waterborne waste at the
source; creating obstacles to illegal discharges; improving knowledge
management practices; and requiring verification of key data. 

Gearing up for VGP compliance

The VGP will burden and challenge shoreside management and crew.
Simply adding more sections to the EMS and related forms may not
suffice, particularly if shoreside management lacks the resources or
knowledge management tools to monitor and analyze on a timely basis
the vast number of ship reports (which are often received long after they
are prepared). Keeping up with all the new monitoring, recordkeeping,
and reporting, as well as the ultimate requirement to prevent discharges
that violate the VGP, will require a robust EMS and extensive cooperation
and coordination among crew and management. Here are some practical
suggestions to catch problems before they present enforcement risks:

• capture contaminants upstream by improved maintenance practices
and adding save-alls

• lock and tag valves to discharge lines to discourage illegal acts

• have deck department verify soundings in waste tanks; have shoreside
management correlate the results with waste disposal reports 
and ORBs

• conduct riding audits, including senior shoreside management

• use tamper-proof ‘white boxes’ to monitor waste streams

• use electronic, real-time data management systems for key indicators

• use emerging remote sensing technology to monitor ship performance

• maintain full inventory of spares for pollution control equipment

The root causes of these MARPOL violations commonly included: inadequate
supervision of shipboard practices; insufficient spares and maintenance of
pollution equipment; failure of management to independently verify and
effectively monitor key performance data; weak environmental management
systems (EMS) that existed on paper but not in practice; overburdened crew;
failure to maintain a culture of compliance at sea; and the mistaken belief by
crew members that they were helping the company by cutting corners. The
full extent of such shortcomings throughout the industry is unknown, but the
growing list of prosecutions (which includes some of the most respected
names in shipping) suggests that many companies may not be prepared to
fully comply with the extensive VGP inspection, monitoring, reporting, and
recordkeeping requirements. 

The VGP enforcement trap will be paperwork

The VGP presents the same risk of intentional non-compliance as the
MARPOL requirements. Crew members may take short cuts because the
VGP requirements are too burdensome. Crew members may think “who
will ever know if the reports are false?” MARPOL enforcement cases have
shown that this approach is extremely costly. First, US investigators are
good at detecting falsified reports. Second, crew members have proved to
be poor liars when closely questioned. Third, significant ‘whistleblower’
awards provided under US law often turn crew members into informants. 

The VGP certifications

The VGP Part 1.7 requires “any report” (including monitoring data) to be
certified, to be truthful, and to be “signed and dated by the person
preparing the document.” The big challenge for owners/operators is to
make sure that all those VGP reports (including mandatory annual reports
of non-compliance) are true and that crew members do not expose their
companies to huge fines by filing false reports or lying to port state
authorities during routine inspections. Under US law, companies are
subject to criminal prosecution for the criminal acts of their employees.
Shipping companies have been routinely fined $500,000 for each felony
committed by crew members (for example, false statements made to
government officials).

Start with the basics: Make sure your VGP runs on
accurate information

Before a company even gets to the operational details of integrating VGP
requirements into an existing Safety Management System (SMS) or EMS,
management and crew need to make sure that the information conveyed
to the US authorities is true, whether in written reports or in direct
conversations with port state authorities. 

The EPA and the US Coast Guard (USCG) are currently discussing a
cooperative effort to enforce the VGP requirements. Companies should
prepare now for close USCG, EPA, and state environmental agency
scrutiny, which will probably take the form of expanded port state
inspections. As a matter of priority, crew members need to be trained to
avoid the perils of trying to trick the system. The cost of disclosing
violations is likely to be far less than the cost of false reports or cover-ups.

CONTINUED BOTTOM OF PAGE 7
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In order to assist its non-tankship members, the Standard Club entered
into a contract with ECM to provide these members with the California
required QI, SMT and plan writing services. The club funded this contract
with ECM which, in turn, charged reduced retainer rates to the club. The
club also engaged the services of ECM to put contracts in place between
the club and the OSROs on behalf of all of the club’s non-tankship
members. These contracts were also funded by the club and provided
their non-tankship members with the ability to access the OSROs, at their
reduced tariff rates, in case of a spill response, not only in the State of
California, but anywhere in the US.

Subsequently, in August 2005, the US Coast Guard (USCG) enacted its
own oil spill compliance requirements for non-tankships, which are
similar to the existing USCG regulations for tankships and the California
state regulations for non-tankships. At that time, the Standard Club and
ECM agreed to expand their current agreement to cover the new
regulatory requirements for non-tankships. 

In summary, pursuant to the agreement we have with the club, ECM
provides QI/SMT and ship response plan preparation and maintenance for
both California non-tankship response plans and USCG non-tankship
response plans to the club’s non-tankship members free of charge. The
club’s non-tankship members who enter into retainer agreements with ECM
will only be charged for the annual cost of their required SMT tabletop
exercise.

In addition to the services noted above, ECM can also assist Standard
Club members with compliance in the following areas:

Federal

• Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plans and Shipboard Marine
Pollution Emergency Plans required for all ships of 400gt or more

• OPA 90 Tank Vessel Response Plans (VRP)

• OPA 90 Certificate of Financial Responsibility (COFR) necessary for all
ships of 300gt or more

• ISPS/US Maritime Transportation Security Act (MTSA) Ship Security
Plans

• Ballast Water Management Plans 

• International Carrier Bonds

USA individual state requirements (in addition to meeting
the federal requirements)

• Alaska Tank and Non-tank Oil Spill Contingency Plan and Alaska COFR

• California Tank Vessel Oil Spill Contingency Plan and California COFR

• Texas General Land Office Online Database Registry for tank and non-
tankships

• Washington Tank Vessel Voluntary Best Achievable Protection Program
& Exceptional Compliance Program

• state-specific Ballast Water Management Plans

Canada

• Authorized Person coverage and Response Organization contracting 

Panama

• Panama Canal Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan and Authorized
Person services

ECM vets all required oil pollution planning and response contracts to
ensure that our clients are receiving the best and most cost-effective
coverage. We will negotiate these contracts on an annual basis to obtain
the type of coverage that works best for the shipowner’s trading patterns
at the lowest possible cost. ECM also vets non-contracted resources, for
listing as additional response resources in the VRP, allowing the call-out
of the most economical contractors in cases of small spills, without
deviating from the VRP.

In addition, ECM offers a worldwide team of surveyors who are well
experienced in the latest international and US regulatory requirements
and who can assist with regulatory, safety and condition inspections,
including inspections within the ambit of the ship Inspection Report
Programme (introduced by the Oil Companies International Marine forum),
and with audits including ISM, ISPS and environmental compliance.

Further details are available on the ECM website -
www.ecmmaritime.com

ECM maintains full-time, in-house personnel located on each coast of
the US. In our offices in Norwalk (Connecticut), Roanoke (Virginia),
Houston (Texas), Seattle (Washington) and Long Beach (California),
spill responses are regionalized by coast, utilizing personnel familiar
with the federal and state regulators and the issues that would effect
a spill response incident for a particular location. ECM (Panama) S.A.
performs ‘Authorized Person’ services as required under the Panama
Canal Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency Plan regulations. ECM
Europe, located in Rome, offers staff to assist their Scandinavian,
Greek, and other European clients, while Polaris, Inc. serves as ECM’s
agent in Japan.

Many of the ECM QI and SMT staff have been USCG employees and/or
have sailed on board ships, offering a wealth of knowledge and expertise
covering every facet of the maritime and environmental fields. Their
response team is complemented with a network of support personnel,
ensuring initial response capability on scene within two hours of
notification.

         





It establishes a range of fines that may be imposed, including mandatory
minimum fines for a first offense, which are doubled in the case of a
second or subsequent conviction:

1) Individuals

Minimum Fine: First Offense C$5,000 to C$15,000 
Second Offense C$10,000 to C$30,000

Highest Fine: First Offense C$1m 
Second Offense C$2m

2) Corporations 

Minimum Fines First Offense C$100,000 to C$500,000
Second Offense C$200,000 to C$1m

Highest Fine: First Offense C$6m
Second Offense C$12m 

3) Ships under 7,500 tons dead weight

Minimum Fine: First Offense C$25,000 to C$75,000
Second Offense C$75,000 to C$150,000 

Highest Fine: First Offense C$4m 
Second Offense C$8m

4) Ships over 7,500 tons dead weight

Minimum Fine: First Offense C$100,000 to C$500,000
Second Offense C$200,000 to C$1m

Highest Fine: First Offense C$6m
Second Offense C$12m

These potential penalties apply to a shipowner, operator, master, and chief
engineer as well as the directors and officers of the shipowning company. 

There have been a small number of prosecutions under Bill C-15. The
largest fine imposed to date is C$600,000, which was imposed upon the
Canadian National Railway in May 2009 after approximately 834,000 litres
of heavy fuel oil spilled into an Alberta lake after a train derailment. The
majority of prosecutions against shipowners have resulted in far smaller
fines. However, the Canadian Government has made it clear by the
introduction of these increased penalties that these offenses should be
treated more seriously. The court will have to consider whether there are
any aggravating factors when deciding upon the sentence to be imposed,
such as the harm caused to the environment, whether the offense was
committed inadvertently or recklessly, whether there was any attempt to
mitigate the damage and whether there is any history of non-compliance.4
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4. s. 2 (e) EEA
5. United Nations Law of the Sea Convention
6. International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships

Conclusion

In Canada, as in many other nations in the world, protection of the
environment is of primary importance. However, such protection must be
achieved by responsible and consistent legislation. Although it is
admirable to try to eradicate ship-source pollution, this legislation
criminalizes shipowners for even accidental oil spills and places a heavy
burden upon them in terms of the strict liability of these offenses and the
heavy penalties that may be imposed. Objections have also been raised
by various industry bodies against this legislation, on the grounds that it
contravenes Canada’s obligations under UNCLOS5 and MARPOL,6 which
already address the issue of ship-source pollution. However, given the
public’s concern with pollution and the increasing pressure from
environmental groups within Canada for the government to take a
tougher approach towards enforcement of this legislation, it is likely that
in the future, harsher penalties will be imposed upon shipowners who
breach this legislation.

         






